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I was not rebellious , neither turned away backward. Israel could not say that

this was the ... this was a picture that finds its fulfillment in Isa. 53, where

we frr!i4 read ... this is the picture of the Servant of the Lord showing how He

does His work through &u4 suffering ... but the basis is later... and so we have

here in this section a continuation of these servant passages... verse 10 uses

the word servant again. Who is there among you that feareth the Led Lord, that

eey-s- obeys the voice of His c servant, that walketh in darkness, and hath no light?

let him trust in the name of the Lord, andstay upon his God. -T4+-e- There is

salvation by faith. How can you be the ... how can you be delivered from the

situation which i you find yourself. Fear the-Le--d Lord , obey the voice cof

His &eta- servant, trust in the name of the Lord and stay upon your God. If you

do this, you will not walk in-darn-- darkness and have no44fh.- light. Now,

this is not very clear in this cia pter but-the-it is progressive, it is laying the

foundation for the very k clear presentation of it in chapter-7--d66 a.d- and

it is a wonderful picture of the Gospel calling in -e1aote- chapter 55, and 56.

Here we have the suggestion in that direction, and so we this is one of the

servant passages where the passagc is further thx developed in this direction.

And so chapter 51 and 52, and he called upon the Lord to deliver h±s-- His people .

... and verse 11, Depart ye, depart ye, go ye out from thence, touch no unclean

S thing; go ye out of the midst of her; be ye clean, that bear the vessels of the Lord.

And you remember that Cyrus ... to x rebuild the walls of Palestine, ard

the ultimate is deliverance from sin. Otherwise, and that is found in tth the

Servant of the Lord, and so one of the most important chapter divisions in the

book is between 12 and 13. Chapter 53 is one of the best known chapters of the

Old Testament. . . And so thousands have... that is the great climatic passage
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